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Abstract. The impact of globalization and the recent advancements in Infor-
mation and Communication Technologies has pushed the manufacturing sector
towards a new transformation. Current manufacturers with the help of recent
advances in Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence, and Internet of Things are
moving towards a new intelligent system called Predictive Manufacturing Sys-
tems (PMS). These systems can be used in a wide array of applications, including
proactive maintenance, improved quality control and higher performance. This
paper provides an overview of the current trends in PredictiveManufacturing Sys-
tems in recent years. The paper discusses the developed frameworks, enabling
technologies and various applications of Predictive Manufacturing Systems.
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1 Introduction

Smart Manufacturing
The need formass customization and competition from emergingmarkets has pushed the
manufacturers to shift towards a new manufacturing paradigm by utilizing the emerging
technologies in computer engineering. This newmanufacturing paradigm is called Smart
Manufacturing. Smartmanufacturing can be defined as “A set ofmanufacturing practices
that use networked data and Information & Communication Technologies (ICTs) for
governing manufacturing operations” [1].

Predictive Manufacturing Systems
In smart manufacturing, to have a competitive advantage in the market, many manufac-
turers have started to utilize the data generated from sensors and converted them into
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useful information. This has led to the development of intelligent systems called “Pre-
dictive Manufacturing Systems (PMS)” which gives self-x capabilities (self-predicting,
self-maintaining & self-learning) for manufacturers.

Need for this Work
In the last half decade, there were very limited reviews which gives a general overview
of the current frameworks, technologies, and applications of a PMS. Nikolic et al. [2]
presents the current trends in predictive manufacturing system but mainly focuses on the
benefits and challenges. The authors provided very little information on the developed
frameworks or applications of PMS. Other authors have tried to explain in detail specific
areas which fall under PMS. Lee et al. [3] reviewed predictive manufacturing with
focuses on maintenance. Peres et al. [4] focused on industrial artificial intelligence in
industry 4.0. Few other reviews [5, 6] focuses on the application of big data for predictive
manufacturing. Hence, there is a need for a review which focuses on the developed
frameworks, enabling technologies and current application of PMS.

Aim of the Work
Thisworkwill act as the starting point in formulating the hypothesis for the PhDDisserta-
tion of the first authorwhose tentative research question is,“Which is an effective generic
framework for the realization of a Predictive Manufacturing System (PMS) to improve
the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) in a smart manufacturing environment?”.

Wehope that our work helps in giving new researchers a brief overview of the current
trends in predictive manufacturing. More specifically, with this work, we aim to give a
concise view for researchers to understand the current frameworks, technologies, and
applications of PMS. We also would like this work to act as a guide for manufacturers
in implementing PMS for their specific requirements.

2 Relation to Applied Artificial Intelligence Systems

PMS utilizes the emerging technologies in computer engineering to provide an intelli-
gent system for current manufacturing needs. In these emerging technologies Artificial
Intelligence stand out as a promising technology for predictive manufacturing. As we
will explain in later sections, many researchers have preferred to use Applied Artificial
Intelligence System for predictive applications. These applications include Quality Con-
trol [7], performance [8], parameter estimation [9, 10], Planning & Scheduling [11, 12]
andMaintenance [13]. According to our analyzes, around 40% of the publications in the
last 5 years use machine learning techniques for predictive manufacturing. We believe
that this trend will steadily increase in the coming years with more manufacturers imple-
menting advance technologies like Internet of Things and Data Analysis for achieving
competitive advantage. Hence, Applied Artificial Intelligence Systems will act as a very
relevant and effective tool for the realization of PMS.

3 Adopted Methodology

To understand the current trends in PMS a structured literature review was carried out
(Fig. 1). The first and the most important step is to identifies relevant research questions
(RQ) which would satisfy the requirements of the review. The 3 Research Questions
identified for this review paper are mentioned below,
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RQ1: What are the various frameworks developed in recent years for the realization of
PMS?
RQ2: What are the different technologies used for the development of PMS in recent
years?
RQ3: What are the different areas of application of PMS in recent years?

Our review will answer these three research questions and analyze & Discuss their
results.

Fig. 1. Adapted methodology for literature analysis.

4 Results and Discussions

RQ1:What are the various frameworks developed in recent years for the realization
of PMS?
The term “framework” is the context of this paper is a broad termwhich defines the basic
structure or model underlying a system or concept. In the literature works presented here
this is mentioned using different terminologies like architecture, structure, methodology,
model etc. From the 28 research papers we reviewed, we found only 13 papers which
describes a framework. Others are experimental work based on previously established
framework. The brief overview of these papers is mentioned in Table 1. One paper (by
Luter et al. [14]) was excluded from the table as the paper gives insight on amethodology
to predict the manufacturer’s viability to succeed. This paper does not fit the criteria of
providing a solution for PMS.

Finding a common ground among these wide variety of frameworks is a tedious
task, which show a greater challenge in creating a generic framework for PMS. We also
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Table 1. Frameworks for realization of PMS.

Article Framework Significance

Majiwala, Parmar and Gandhi [6] Data classification into different
level of management
Data optimized using lean
principle

Decision trigger from different
levels of management

Gyulai et al. [15] Closed loop controller
Data from MES* and ERP* to a
Machine Learning engine

Real time prediction of lead
time

Park et al. [16] Multi- Entity Bayesian Networks
model with at least three kinds of
entities: System, item, and time

Introduce self-awareness
capabilities

Cai, Guo and Lui [17] Considering trajectory patterns
and dataset equations followed by
synthesizing for a result list

Predict the next location of the
work-in-process

Kostolani, Murin and Kozak [18] Node layer - sensor, production
system, Augmented Reality
Fog and Cloud layer

Rule based intelligent
predictive maintenance control

Jin et al. [19] 5C Architecture - Connection,
Conversion, Cyber, Cognition and
Configuration Level

predict degradation of critical
assets

Takada et al. [20] Data Processing - formatting,
analysis, enrichment and viewing
Hybrid modeling - experience &
statistical model

Solution for maintenance,
enhanced efficiency, and
quality

Peres et al. [21] 3 components - Cyber Physical
Production System, Real time
Data Analysis & Knowledge
Management

Real time supervision for
maintenance and quality
control

Yang et al. [9] Super-meta model - a composition
of weighted individual models
(like kriging, ANN*, polynomial
regression)

Improve prediction accuracy
without need for additional
data

Fang et al. [11] IoT based data collection, data
pre-processing, input and output
sequence generation, Parallel
gated recurrent units model
development

Near, mid and long-future
bottleneck prediction and its
shifting trends

Fang, Guo, Liao, Ramani et al.
[12]

Stacking multiple symmetrical
Neural Network with dropout and
batch normalization layer to make
outer layer as linear regression

Robust and accurate prediction
of jobs remaining time

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Article Framework Significance

Kwon and Kim [22] Control unit - sensor, equipment,
actuator; Wireless/Wired sensor
node & gateway; PC based
measurement system

Real time production data
acquisition for quality analysis

*Acronyms: ANN – Artificial Neural Network, MES – Manufacturing Execution System, ERP
– Enterprise Resource Planning

noticed that only very few frameworks provide real-time prediction which show a need
for greater focus on this area. Data collection, storage and analysis plays a vital role
in all the frameworks and almost all frameworks require the need for the collection of
historical data.

RQ2: What are the different technologies used for the development of PMS in
recent years?
We categorize enabling technologies for Predictive Manufacturing applications into
twelve dimensions, as shown in Fig. 2. Results of this question do not aim to provide a
very strict statistical analysis but to offer a general vision of what scope of technologies
and with what strength are supporting predictive manufacturing.

Fig. 2. Various technologies that support PMS.

No surprisingly, we found that Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are used more
frequently (39%). ML provides mechanisms that utilize experience-based knowledge
i.e., supervised and non-supervised techniques like lineal regression. Based on a pre-
trained data set, ML allows production monitoring in non-linear environments in which
historical data sets are used as a prediction input [23]. Deep learning (DL) as part
of ML algorithms is less exploited (4%). We argue that such result implies the lack of
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computational efficiency and complexity ofmodel representation [24]. Similarly, and to a
lesser extent,Datamining (DM) (4%) promotes the extraction of useful knowledge from
data sets. In general, DM is used to discover new patterns and for machine forecasting
in presence of huge and raw data sets [25].

We should also highlight the presence of tools related to statistics andmathematical
modelling formulation (25%). The model representation aims to develop mechanisms
that can predict environmental variables on a prospective timeline and therefore recog-
nize what variables may need assistance [26]. Despite promising ideas, it is our opinion
that such approaches are less adopted due to high complexity in mathematical formu-
lation. Conversely, ML and DL techniques hide all this complexity and thus promote a
more straightforward methodology for manufacturing prediction.

Moving towards scalability and decentralization of manufacturing processes [4],
big data (35%) and cloud technologies (7%) provide the necessary infrastructure for
data storage, analysis, security and interoperability [12]. These technologies also act
like data lakes or data warehouses to be used by ML and DL. Big Data predominantly
uses either database like NoSQL or NewSQL or cloud storage (ex. cloud services from
Amazon, Microsoft or Google). We state that the low percentage of cloud applications
reflects the needed research effort for such technological integration especially due to
the lack of real time communication and interoperability. At the same time,multi-agent
systems (MAS) (3%) and despite not being highly considered in the set of papers, are a
recognized technology for distributed applications. Agents can abstract resources which
are distributed over the network and at the same time manage them, negotiate, monitor,
predict and adapt to unforeseen events in real time [21].

The introduction of internet of things (IoT) technologies (21%) along with high
interconnectivity, networking capability, sensors,Cyber-physical systems (CPS) (7%),
RFID identifiers (3%) and human integration in the manufacturing supervision and
control e.g., with augmented reality (AR) (3%), are gradually promoting manufacturing
digitalization and creating intelligent machines and products. Thus, developing more
awareness and supporting a holistic approach for PM applications.

Finally, we should also note the utilization of finite elements methods (FEM) as a
mechanical alternative for PM. These methodologies have not been highly exploited in
PM (7%). However, the combination of such classical methods with enabling technolo-
gies i.e., ML, DL, DM can support novel strategies for PM e.g. to predict and analyze
quality of materials to capture defect behavior in finalized parts [27].

RQ3: What are the different areas of application of PMS?
This research question gives an overview of the different areas of application of PMS in
the reviewed papers. The papers mentioning cost reduction as the application of PMS
was ignored from this analysis as all applications directly or indirectly aims at cost
reduction for the manufacturers. Figure 3 presents percentage distribution of each appli-
cation compared to the number of publications. Others mentioned in Fig. 3 represents
applications which are addressed in less than 5% of total publications. Some articles
address more than one application. These articles are added more than once in different
applications. The results shows that 70% of all application of PMS are in Quality Con-
trol, Planning & Scheduling andMaintenance. This shows strong focus of PMS research
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in the lower level of ISA 95 levels (International Society of Automation levels) and on
real time predictions.

Fig. 3. Application of PMS in manufacturing.

Further Discussions – Towards a Generic Framework for PMS
When we combine the answers of individual research questions, we obtain further inter-
esting results. We believe that these results can guide future researchers in developing a
generic framework for PMS. Table 2 list the various technologies used for different man-
ufacturing applications. We could notice that big data and machine learning techniques
have been used for all the applications with just one exception (machine learning tech-
niques were not used in cost prediction). This shows that a system developed with the
combination of these two technologies might help in giving a solution for the realization
of a generic framework. Further analyzing these technologies shows Neural Network as
the most promising tool used compared to other machine learning tools.

Implementing the developed framework in multiple applications validates the claim
of developing a generic framework for PMS. We found that, from the 13 frameworks
described for the realization of a PMS only three frameworks have been utilized in
more than one application. These three frameworks (See Table 1 for more details of the
framework) and their applications are explained below,

1. Park et al. [16] developed a predictive situation awareness system usingMulti- Entity
Bayesian Networks model for production scheduling and quality control.

2. Peres et al. [21] usedmulti-agent system andmachine learning for realizing a flexible
and pluggable data analysis and real time supervision framework. The framework
was used for predictive maintenance and Quality Assurance.

3. Monozukuri Navigation System [20] is the only framework in our analysis which
applied it’s framework in three different scenarios – PredictiveMaintenance, Quality
Control and efficiency. TheSystem is developed usingBigDataAnalysis and Internet
of Things.

Even if Parenti et al. [33] has applied their graphical method in three different appli-
cations namely, process planning, performance and cost prediction, they dint present a
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Table 2. Technologies used for various application of PMS.

Application Technologies used References

Quality control Statistics and Math modelling,
ML, DL, Big Data, FEM, IoT,
CPS, MAS

[7, 16, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31]

Planning & Scheduling ML, Statistics and Math
modelling, RFID, IoT, Big
data, DL, ML

[11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 32, 33]

Maintenance IoT, AR, Cloud, IoT, Big data,
MAS, ML, DL

[13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 34]

Efficiency & Performance DL, IoT, Big data [8, 20, 33]

Parameter estimation Statistics and Math modelling,
DL, Big data

[9, 10, 26]

Cost prediction Statistics and Math modelling,
Big data

[33, 35]

Acronyms: DL - Deep Learning, ML - Machine Learning, FEM - Finite Element Methods, IoT -
Internet of Things, RFID - Radio frequency Identification, MAS - Multi-Agent Systems, CPS -
Cyber Physical Systems.

novel framework for PMS. These results show that there are very few publications which
have developed a framework for the full realization of PMS.

5 Conclusion

Some of the key takeaways from this review article are listed below,

• In recent years, only very few articles have developed a generic framework for the
realization of a PMS. Only three works have validated their framework in more than
one application.

• PMS technologies are highly constrained by real-time manufacturing expectations.
Thus, most approaches rely on using AI technologies locally. We evidence this by
the lack of adoption of cloud infrastructures. Therefore, it is not feasible to create
interoperability that involve PMS with the manufacturing supply chain and that can
integrate and optimize the process holistically. Further research should be conducted
into increasing such technological real-time applicability.

• 70% of the applications of PMS are in Quality Control, Maintenance and Production
Planning & Scheduling.

• Many researchers have used Neural Network models for wide variety of applications.
This indicates that Neural Network techniquesmight be a promising tool for achieving
an effective PMS.

Future research direction would focus on the use of AI technologies for the devel-
opment of a generic PMS and validating them on various manufacturing applications.
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Another research direction would be to use IoT and Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture for
real time prediction - which lacks in current research works.
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